DESTINY OF DESIRE
A Telenovela for the Stage
Welcome to The Old Globe and this production of Destiny of Desire. Our goal is to serve all of San Diego and beyond through the art of theatre. Below are the mission and values that drive our work. We thank you for being a crucial part of what we do.

OUR MISSION

The mission of The Old Globe is to preserve, strengthen, and advance American theatre by: Creating theatrical experiences of the highest professional standards; Producing and presenting works of exceptional merit, designed to reach current and future audiences; Ensuring diversity and balance in programming; Providing an environment for the growth and education of theatre professionals, audiences, and the community at large.

OUR VALUES

The Old Globe believes that theatre matters. Our commitment is to make it matter to more people.

The values that shape this commitment are:

TRANSFORMATION
Theatre cultivates imagination and empathy, enriching our humanity and connecting us to each other by bringing us entertaining experiences, new ideas, and a wide range of stories told from many perspectives.

INCLUSION
The communities of San Diego, in their diversity and their commonality, are welcome and reflected at the Globe. Access for all to our stages and programs expands when we engage audiences in many ways and in many places.

EXCELLENCE
Our dedication to creating exceptional work demands a high standard of achievement in everything we do, on and off the stage.

STABILITY
Our priority every day is to steward a vital, nurturing, and financially secure institution that will thrive for generations.

IMPACT
Our prominence nationally and locally brings with it a responsibility to listen, collaborate, and act with integrity in order to serve.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
We are making theatre matter to more people on the ancestral home and unceded lands of the Kumeyaay, also known as Tipai-Ipai, a tribe of Indigenous peoples who live at the northern border of Baja California in Mexico and the southern border of California in the United States. Their Kumeyaay language belongs to the Yuman–Cochimí language family. The Kumeyaay have stewarded through generations the lands and water-ways of what is now known as San Diego.

SOCIAL JUSTICE ROADMAP
The Old Globe has embarked on a series of steps to intensify and accelerate change at all levels of our institution. Learn more about this work by visiting www.TheOldGlobe.org/Roadmap.
In recognition of their unique contribution to the growth of The Old Globe and their special talent, we take great pride and pleasure in acknowledging as Associate Artists the following individuals who have repeatedly demonstrated, by their active presence on our stages and in our shops, that wherever else they may work, they remain the heart and soul of the Globe.
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THE TERRITORY OF THE Telenovela

BY ANDY KNIGHT

The telenovela’s more modern ancestor, however, is the radio soap opera, which American companies like Colgate-Palmolive and Procter & Gamble brought to pre-Castro Cuba in the late 1930s. Over the decade that followed, these radionovelas spread across Latin America, and then, like radio soaps in the United States, jumped to the small screen in the 1950s. But despite their shared lineage, telenovelas and U.S. soap operas have evolved into distinct genres in both form and appeal. Soap operas can run for decades, while telenovelas usually span only 180 to 200 episodes (known as “chapters”). This allows telenovelas to have a clear story arc and a definitive ending, while soap operas often eschew narrative closure by introducing a variety of plots and subplots to serve their longevity. Telenovelas are primetime television: they appeal to a broad audience, and the performers are national stars. Soap operas are daytime television: they have a smaller, more specific demographic, and the actors don’t have the star caliber of their primetime or film counterparts.

The telenovela is defined by its approach to storytelling, which is rooted in the conventions of 19th-century melodramatic literature and theatre. Telenovelas have fast-moving plots that rely on an abundance of twists and turns; they draw a clear line between the moral and the immoral; and their characters experience grand, unrestrained emotions—like love, lust, betrayal, and jealousy—that appeal to the emotions of an audience.

But the international appeal of telenovelas should not overshadow their significance in Latin America, especially now. Although the serial dramas might have started as romantic diversions, today many set personal stories against political backdrops, thus aiming to reflect the current experiences of their citizens and, by doing so, encourage change within their countries. Like their swift plots, they keep moving things forward. And so it’s no surprise that the telenovela—with its flexible aesthetic but unmistakable identity—remains impressively popular across Latin America.

Reprinted with permission from South Coast Repertory.

Photos (from left): “Em Busca da Felicidade,” a Brazilian radionovela that premiered in 1941, led to expanded artistic and commercial opportunities in the country. “Yo Soy Betty, la Fea” aired on Colombia’s RCN Televisión from October 1999 to May 2001 and became one of Latin America’s most famous telenovelas. “Betty, la Fea” has been adapted many times: (from left) Ana Maria Orozco in “Yo Soy Betty, la Fea,” America Ferrera in “Ugly Betty,” and Elyfer Torres in “Betty en NY.”
A NOTE FROM PLAYWRIGHT KAREN ZACARÍAS

Bienvenidos to Destiny of Desire and the dramatic and melodic town of Bellarica, where “fortunes are made and lost in the blink of an eye.” Telenovelas seep into the daily life of many Latin Americans. But when my family emigrated from Mexico to the United States, telenovelas seemed destined to become a thing of my past....

Except they didn’t. American shows like “Grey’s Anatomy” and “Dallas” emulated them. And as a theatre artist, I noticed that the word “telenovela” became a disparaging word some outsiders used to erroneously describe work of Latine theatre artists.

Frustrated, I decided to write the best stage telenovela I could and clarify to others (and myself) what telenovela really is. I wanted to examine my own feelings about this popular and populist art form and both honor and test the genre. I wanted to give a large cast of Latine actors, musicians, designers, and directors an opportunity to show virtuosic chops... and show the joy and pathos that make telenovelas one of the most popular forms of storytelling on the planet.

Today, at The Old Globe, you will see Tony Award–winning Ruben Santiago-Hudson direct a fabulous team of actors and designers. It has been a joy. But theatre has many masters, and I also want to acknowledge all the amazing actors, artistic teams, and regional theatres that have helped get this play to this point. It takes todos un pueblito to make a path and destiny for a new play. I especially want to thank Molly Smith, who first selected this play for Arena Stage mainstage for the Women’s Voices Theater Festival in 2015 in Washington DC, and celebrate the gifted director José Luis Valenzuela, who believed in this play and made it magical from the beginning.

Writing Destiny of Desire became for me a subversive political and artistic act... and one of expanding family, friends, fun, and fate.

Mil gracias,

KAREN ZACARÍAS

JULIO AGUSTÍN

YESENIA AYALA

CARLOS GOMEZ

MANDY GONZALEZ

ARIELLA KVASHNY
(La Gente) Education: graduate of UC Irvine with a B.F.A. in Musical Theatre and Honors in Acting. Recent credits: Cindy Lou Huffington in The Marvelous Wonderettes (Wells), Mama Who in Dr. Seuss’s How the Grinch Stole Christmas! (The Old Globe), Gloria Estefan in On Your Feet! (Moonlight Stage), Ana Hernandez in Living Out, Catherine in the American premiere of Parliament Square, Rosa, Rebecca, Junior in Plumas Negras (UCI), Menas in Antony and Cleopatra (Shakespeare OC), Brooklyn the Musical (MOXIE). Next: Eva Peron in Evita (Cygnet Theatre). ariellakvashny.com, @ariellakvashny on Instagram, TikTok.

TITO LIVAS
(Dr. Diego Mendoza, Paramedic 2, Cop 1) Regional: Fireflies, A Christmas Story The Musical, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, In the Heights (Pioneer Theatre Company), Macbeth, As You Like It (Idaho Shakespeare Festival), Sleeping Giant, Mercury (Salt Lake Acting Company). Tours: Theatreworks USA, Idaho Shakespeare Festival, National Theatre for Children. Other: Princess Cruises, Holland America Line, Walt Disney World. Film/television:


Emilia Suárez (Victoria María del Río, Nurse 1) The Old Globe: debut. Film/television: “Up Here” (Hulu), A Good Person (MGM/Killer Films). New York: Dr. Rees Ziti’s Pageant for a Better Future (Ars Nova ANT Fest, Ironside), keymash (Ars Nova ANT Fest), Truth/Dare (Project Y), The Trouble with Dead Boys (Connelly). Regional: 10 for 21 (Quantum), Zero (Ashland New Plays Festival). Education: B.F.A. from Carnegie Institute of Technology. Other: Original music available on all streaming platforms. emsuarley on Instagram.

Christopher M. Ramirez (La Gente) The Old Globe: Ebenezer Scrooge’s Big San Diego Christmas Show, Dr. Seuss’s How the Grinch Stole Christmas, Hair, Thinking Shakespeare LOVE!, The Heart of Rock & Roll, Twelfth Night. Off Broadway: Touchstone in A Millionaires Tour of that production (1981), played Anita in the international tour of that production. Regional: Living and Breathing (Two River Theater), Disney’s Freaky Friday (La Jolla Playhouse, Cleveland Play House, Alley Theatre), Quizote Nuevo (Denver Center). Lookingglass Alice (Baltimore Center Stage), Man of La Mancha (Barrington Stage), The Count of Monte Cristo (Pioneer Theatre). In the Heights, Fun Home (SpeakEasy Stage), Violet (Clarence Brown Theatre). Television: “Instinct,” “FBI” (CBS). Education: M.F.A. from Globo/USD Shirley Program, B.F.A. in Musical Theatre from Boston Conservatory. @crambrotham on Instagram.


Ruben Santiago-Hudson (Director) The Old Globe: August Wilson’s Jitney (also Broadway; Outstanding Revival Tony, Drama Desk, OCC, Drama League, NY Drama Critics Circle Awards, plus five other Tony nominations). Directing: The Piano Lesson, Skeleton Crew, Othello, Gem of the Ocean, Paradise Blue, My Children! My Africa!, Ma Rainey, Cabin in the Sky, Happiest Song Plays Last, Two Trains Running, Things of Dry Hours, First Breeze of Summer, Your Blues Ain’t Sweet Like Mine, others. Broadway: Seven Guitars, Jelly’s Last Jam, Stick Fly, Gem of the Ocean. Film: wrote, produced, starred in HBO’s Lackawanna Blues, based on his play; the movie received Emmy, Golden Globe, NAACP Image, Humanitas, National Board of Review, Best Black Filmmaker’s Foundation, Christopher Awards. Other: Ruben Santiago-Hudson Fine Arts Learning Center in his hometown of Lackawanna, NY.

Lorna Ventura (Choreography) Broadway/New York: original cast member or associate choreographer in the original productions of Wicked, Grease, All Shook Up, Harlem Song, Nice Work If You Can Get It, The Life. Collaborations: elite directors George C. Wolfe (Harlem Song), Joe Mantello (Wicked), Charles Randolph Wright (American Prophet). Jerry Mitchell (Grease), Kathleen Marshall (Nice Work if you Can Get It). This season: Helen Hayes Award nomination for Outstanding Choreography this season for American Prophet at Arena Stage; associate choreographer for The Life at Encores! alongside Billy Porter; director, choreographer for the premiere of Christmas in Hell in Las Vegas at Renkus-Heinz Theater.


**RACHEL HAUCK**
(Scenic Design) Broadway: Good Night, Oscar, Hadestown, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, The Magic of the Winter’s Tale (La Jolla Playhouse), The 24 Hour Plays, DirecTV (NYTW). Honors: Princess Grace, Lily Awards; Drama Desk, Lortel Award nominations; Obie Award for Sustained Excellence; Jeff Award for Good Night, Oscar; Tony Award for Hadestown.

**KAREN PERRY**
(Costume Design) Broadway: Lockaway Blues: Off Broadway: Raisin in the Sun (NY Shakespeare Festival), runbyun, In Old Age (NYTW). Regional: The Garden (La Jolla Playhouse), My Lord, What a Night (Ford’s Theatre), Breath, Boom (Huntington Theatre), Black Superhero Magic Mama (Geffen Playhouse), Cabin in the Sky (Encores!). Blues for an Alabama Sky (Pasadena Playhouse), Crows, stop, reset, Trinity River Trilogy (Goodman Theatre), The Trip to Bountiful, The Fall of Heaven (Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park), The Brother/Sister Plays (The Public Theatre), many more; nine of the 10 August Wilson Century plays (not yet designed Fences). Television/film: “Gregory Hines Show,” “SNL,” “The Brother from Another Planet.” Honors: Lucille Lortel, Ovation, CDG, Ace, Hewitt, Emmy, AUDELCO Awards and nominations.

**JANE COX**

**ROBERT KAPLOWITZ**
(Sound Design) Passionate about the intersection of story, society, and deliberately curtailed sound. Works: 28 years as a sound designer and composer for theatre, opera, art installations, film; numerous seasons with James Houghton at Eugene O’Neill Theater Center. Honors: Tony Award for Fela!, Obie Award for Sustained Excellence. Other: faculty at Princeton, co-founder of We Embrace Fatherhood. weembracethefatherhood.org.

**HANA S. KIM**
(Projection Design) Broadway: The Old Man & The Pool (LCT), Summer, 1976 (MTC). Off Broadway/New York: The Harder They Come, The Visitor (Lucile Lortel nom), Eve’s Song (The Public Theater), Everything Rises (BAM), Magdalene (Prototype Festival), New music/opera: Sweet Land (The Industry), The Anonymous Lover (LA Opera). Regional: Geffen Playhouse, OSF, South Coast Rep, Magic Theatre, ACT, others. Awards: Princess Grace Award, Sherwood Award from CTG, Helen Hayes Award, LA Drama Critics Circle Distinguished Achievement Award, others. hananow.com.

**ABC**

**RACHEL FLESHER**
(Fight Director and Intimacy Staging) The Old Globe: Dial M for Murder. Theatre: Cassius’s Human Measure (REDCAT), There’s Always the Hudson (Woolly Mammoth), Relentless, Twilight Bowl (Goodman Theatre), Kill Move Paradise, Rutherford and Son, In the Next Room (TimeLine Theatre), The Pillowman, Wolf Play, Hang Man (Gift Theatre), The Most Lamentable Trial of Miz Martha Washington, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter, The Burials, Constellations (Steppenwolf Theatre). Television: intimacy coordination for shows on Netflix, FX, Fox, HBO, Paramount+, CBS, Hulu, Showtime, ABC. Honors: SAG-recognized Intimacy Coordinator, certified Intimacy Director and Intimacy Coordinator, certified Fight Instructor, Fight Director with Fight Directors Canada.

**JAMES LATUS**

**BARRY EDELESTEIN**
(Ena Finci Viterbi Artistic Director) is a stage director, producer, author, and educator. His Globe directing credits include The Winter’s Tale, Othello, The Twenty-Seventh Man, the world premiere of Rain, Picasso at the Lapin Agile, Hamlet, the world premiere of The Wanderers, the American premiere of Life After, Romeo and Juliet, What We Talk About When We Talk About Anne Frank, and, during the pandemic, Hamlet: On the Radio. He also directed All’s Well That Ends Well as the inaugural production of the Globe for All community tour, and he oversees the Globe’s Classical Directing Fellowship program. In addition to his recent Globe credits, he directed The Wanderers Off Broadway with Roundabout Theatre Company this year and The Tempest with the Los Angeles Philharmonic at Walt Disney Concert Hall in 2018. As Director of the Shakespeare Initiative at The Public Theater (2008–2012), Edelstein oversaw all of the company’s Shakespearean productions as well as its educational, community outreach, and artist-training programs. At The Public, he staged the world premiere of The Twenty-Seventh Man, Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice, Timon of Athens, and Steve Martin’s WASP and Other Plays. He was also Associate Producer of The Public’s Broadway production of The Merchant of Venice starring Al Pacino. From 1998 to 2003 he was Artistic Director of Classic Stage Company. His book Thinking Shakespeare is the standard text on American Shakespearean acting. He is also the author of Bardisms: Shakespeare for All Occasions. He is a graduate of Tufts University and the University of Oxford, where he studied as a Rhodes Scholar.
TIMOTHY J. SHIELDS
(Audrey S. Geisel Managing Director) joined The Old Globe as Managing Director in 2017. In his time in San Diego, he has enjoyed becoming involved in the community. He currently serves as a board member of the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce’s LEAD program; an advisory board member of the San Diego Downtown Partnership; and Vice President of the Balboa Park Cultural Partnership. He brings to San Diego many decades of not-for-profit theatre experience. He was Managing Director of Princeton, New Jersey’s McCarter Theatre Center (2009–2017); Milwaukee Repertory Theater (1998–2009); and Geva Theatre Center in Rochester, New York (1992–1998). He has also held administrative positions at Children’s Theatre Company in Minneapolis, Denver Center Theatre Company, and McCarter Theatre Center in an earlier period of his career. He served as President of the League of Resident Theatres and as Vice President of the board at Theatre Communications Group. He has been the Chair of the ArtPride NJ board; a member of Milwaukee’s Latino Arts Board; and a board member of the Cultural Alliance of Greater Milwaukee. He holds a B.F.A. in Drama Production from Carnegie-Mellon University in his hometown of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

CASTING
ARC
Duncan Stewart, CSA; Mark Brandon, CSA; Patrick Maravilla; Jarrett Reiche; Amber Sneed, CSA; Anthony Pichette, CSA; Kyle Coker

PATRON INFORMATION
For more information about ticket policies and patron services, please visit www.TheOldGlobe.org.

LETS ALL DO OUR PART!
We are proud that this program, as with all our programs year-round, is made with paper from wood in regrowth areas that are specially planted for use in the printing industry, making the process sustainable, renewable, and safe for our environment.

As you exit the theatre, feel free to leave your gently used program on the program stand for future audiences to use. Or you can put it in any of the recycle bins in the lobby or on our plaza.

Si desea una sinopsis de esta obra en Español o en Inglés, favor de pedírsela al acomodador que le entregó este programa.

If you would like a synopsis of this production in English or Spanish, please request it from an usher.

ARTS ENGAGEMENT
Reflecting the Power of Theatre

In 2015, after The Old Globe brought a Shakespeare production to prisons on its first Globe for All Tour, our partners asked us to provide a program for incarcerated populations that would promote self-growth. We created Reflecting Shakespeare, a transformational weekly program that uses the Bard as a launch point for exploring deeply human themes within ourselves and finding community in sharing those insights through playmaking. Over the years, the program has grown beyond prison walls to include adults and children in the community.

Today, four talented individuals, who have lived experience of using theatre as a growth tool during incarceration, proudly serve on The Old Globe’s staff, showing the world why theatre matters to them.

How did theatre matter to you while you were incarcerated?

E: For the most part, theatre got me to bring out my inner child and get past all the seriousness, having that numb mask on. Theatre helped me channel and flow with different emotions, not just anger. It relieved a lot of stress. Whether I was mad, sad, scared, or happy, I could play.

H: For me, it allowed what was in me always wanting to come out, to come out. It gave it an opportunity for expression, in a way that nothing else allowed. It allowed me not to come out of my comfort zone, but to get into my comfort zone. It was amazing.

R: For most part, theatre got me to bring out my inner child and get past all the seriousness, having that numb mask on. Theatre helped me channel and flow with different emotions, not just anger. It relieved a lot of stress. Whether I was mad, sad, scared, or happy, I could play.

L: I had no interest in theatre. My motivation was to make amends. Someone in my loved theatre, and I wanted to honor them the best way I could. So, I challenged myself to be selfless and to exercise vulnerability. That took me to a place I had never experienced before. It was a gift. It grew me on so many levels, and it has fueled my soul and my purpose and has given me worth.

How does theatre matter to you now?

E: Theatre was my lifeline, a journey about healing. It gave me an opportunity to tell my story and not be ashamed. It gave me an opportunity to tell my story and not be ashamed. And it felt so good because it allowed me to be free mentally. The first time at Reflecting Shakespeare, everyone was apprehensive. But it’s amazing to see how people change. It’s almost like you become a butterfly. People realize, wow, I can be me, I’m safe in this space.

H: The six years I was with Reflecting Shakespeare, it’s magic. The experiences we have in life inevitably inform who we are today. Who I am today has something to do with my having been a part of Reflecting Shakespeare.

L: As a Reflecting Shakespeare Teaching Artist since 2020, the thing that makes it so rewarding to me is the feeling of support, the building of the community, watching it flourish, and creating those safe spaces where we can experience personal growth. I feel like I’m doing exactly what I’m supposed to be doing for all the right reasons, with all the right people, building the right community, with purpose, with intention, with genuine heart, and with passion. That’s what makes theatre so great. We are so genuine in the desire to hold this precious space with and for each other. It makes the theatre that much more valuable.

R: It’s part of my being now. I can’t see myself outside of the theatre. Being an Old Globe Teaching Artist gives me a platform to show others how theatre could change lives. I’m going back inside. I’m giving hope. It’s point blank: this is what you’re missing, come get some, you’re gonna need this.

By Erika Phillips, Arts Engagement Programs Manager

(Most names have been changed to initials to maintain anonymity.)
Please join The Old Globe’s generous family of donors and help make theatre matter to more people.

For more information on how to get involved with the Friends of The Old Globe (donors under $3,000) or Circle Patrons (donors of $3,000 or more), contact the Globe’s Philanthropy Department at (619) 684-4145 or cdufour@TheOldGlobe.org, or give online at www.TheOldGlobe.org/Donate.

All donors receive special benefits and behind-the-scenes experiences that bring you closer to the theatre you love.

The Old Globe is deeply grateful to our Artistic Angels and Benefactors, whose vital support of the Annual Fund helps us make theatre matter to more people. For additional information on how to support the Globe at these extraordinary levels, please contact Llewellyn Crain at (619) 684-4141 or lcrain@TheOldGlobe.org.

The Theodor and Audrey Geisel Fund provides leadership support for The Old Globe’s year-round activities.
OUR THANKS

EXTRAORDINARY LEADERSHIP

Since the founding of The Old Globe in 1935, heroic leadership has made the theatre a cultural icon in San Diego and a leader in the American theatre. The following individuals and organizations, recognized for their tremendous cumulative giving, comprise a special group of friends who have played leading “behind-the-scenes” roles, helping to create productions on our three stages and our programs in the community.

— $25 million and higher —
  The Theodor and Audrey Geisel Fund
  Donald* and Darlene Shiley
— $11 million and higher —
  Conrad Prebys*
  City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture
— $9 million and higher —
  Karen and Donald Cohn
  Sheryl and Harvey White
— $7 million and higher —
  Kathryn Hattox*
  Viterbi Family and The Erna Finci Viterbi Artistic Director Fund
— $4 million and higher —
  The James Irvine Foundation
  Paula and Brian Powers
  The Shubert Foundation
— $3 million and higher —
  David C. Copley Foundation
  County of San Diego
— $1 million and higher —
  Mary Beth Adderley
  Terry Atkinson
  Bank of America
  Bentivoglio Family Fund
  Diane and John* Berol
  Stephen and Mary Birch Foundation, Inc.
  California Arts Council, A State Agency
  California Bank & Trust
  California Cultural & Historical Endowment
  J. Dallas and Mary Clark*
  Joseph Cohen and Martha Farish
  Peter Cooper and Erik Matwijek
  Valerie and Harry Cooper
  Elaine and Dave* Darvin
  Ann Davies
  Una Davis and Jack Megrocy
  Silvija and Brian Devine
  Helen Edsion*
  Pamela Farr and Buford
  Alexander
  Hal and Pam Fuson
  Globe Guilders
  HM Electronics, Inc.
  Joan and Irvin Jacobs
  The Kresge Foundation
  The Lipinsky Family
  Estate of Beatrice Lyndes*
  Peggy and Robert
  Matthews Foundation
  National Endowment for the Arts
  Victor H.* and Jane Ottenstein
  The Conrad Prebys Foundation
  Price Philanthropies Foundation
  Estate of Dorothy S. Prough*
  Qualcomm
  Jeannie and Arthur* Rivkin
  Jean and Gary Shekhter
  Karen and Stuart Tanz
  Theatre Forward
  Gillian and Tony Thornley
  United
  Wells Fargo
  Carolyn Yorston-Wellcome*
  Vicki and Carl Zeiger
  Anonymous (1)
  *In memoriam

PUBLIC SUPPORT

The California Office of the Small Business Advocate
Mid-America Arts Alliance (M-AAA)
Financial support is provided by The City of San Diego.

COPORATE DONORS

Artistic Angels
($200,000 and higher annually)

Benefactors
($100,000 to $199,999)

Ovation Circle
($75,000 to $99,999)

THEATRE FORWARD

CORPORATE DONORS

Founder Circle
($5,000 to $9,999)

Producer Circle
($50,000 to $74,999)

Director Circle
($10,000 to $24,999)

Artistic Angels
($200,000 and higher annually)

Benefactors
($100,000 to $199,999)

Ovation Circle
($75,000 to $99,999)

THEATRE FORWARD

Craig Noel Circle
($3,000 to $4,999)

Champion ($1,000 to $2,999)

Become a Corporate Partner of The Old Globe. Contact Sam Abney at (619) 684-4109 or sabney@TheOldGlobe.org.
## OUR THANKS

### ANNUAL FUND DONORS

In order to make theatre matter in the lives of more people, The Old Globe—a not-for-profit theatre—relies on the support of our Circle Patrons and Friends of the Old Globe members for these generous annual fund gifts that help us deliver great theatre and life-changing arts education programs.

#### Artistic Angels ($200,000 and higher annually)

- Terry Atkinson
- The Gene Barcone and Ed Hastings Fund
- Artistic Excellence
- California Department of Rehabilitation
- California’s Office of the Small Business Advocate
- The City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture
- Karen and Donald Cohn in memory of Annette and Dick Ford
- HM Electronics, Inc.
- The Estate of David J. Novick and Carol L. Novick
- Paula and Brian Powers
- The Conrad Prebys Foundation Price Philanthropies Foundation
- Darlene Marcos Shiley, in memory of Donald Shiley
- The Shubert Foundation
- The Theodor and Audrey Getzel Fund
- VAPA Foundation
- The Erna Finci Viterbi Artistic Director Fund
- Univision San Diego

#### Benefactors ($100,000 to $199,999)

- California Arts Council, A State Agency
- The Roy Cockrum Foundation
- Elaine and Dave* Darwin
- Davies Family
- The Binford Family
- Artistic Excellence
- California Department of Rehabilitation
- California Bank & Trust
- The Sheri and Les Biller Family
- Geneva and Philip Appel
- The Lodge at Torrey Pines
- Kalpana and James Rhodes
- The Westgate Hotel
- The Estate of Jeffrey E. White
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. (Bea) Epstein
- Carol Spielman-Iwan and Joel Iwan
- Susan and Michael Plaster
- Drs. Tom and Jane Gavronski
- Carol L. Githens
- Kimberly Godwin
- Tom Wilcox
- Ms. Cheryl Haimsohn
- Laurie Sofron Henson
- Kate Herringshaw
- Teresa and Harry Hiscox, Jr.
- Susan and Bill Hoehn
- John and Sally Flood
- Family Foundation
- Vicky and Carl Zeiger
- Anonymous (1)
- Anonymous (2)

#### Ovation Circle ($75,000 to $99,999)

- Pamela J. Wagner and Hans Tegha
- Brent Woods and Laura Mitchell

#### Producer Circle ($50,000 to $74,999)

- Jules and Michele Arthur
- The Birdon Family
- Ric and Eleanor Charlton
- Nikki and Ben Clark
- The Joseph Cohen and Martha Parish New Play Development Fund
- Elizabeth Cufram

#### Artist Circle ($25,000 to $49,999)

- Alicia and Jonathan Atun
- The Short and Le Biller Family Foundation
- California Bank & Trust
- California Humanities
- County of San Diego
- Elaine Galinson and Herb Solomon
- George C. Guerra
- Deborah A. and David A. Hawkins

#### Director Circle ($10,000 to $24,999)

- Jan and Rich Baldwin
- Bank of America
- Melissa Garfield Bartell and Michael Bartell
- Nishma and John Held
- Harvey Family Non-Endowment Fund at The San Diego Foundation
- David Gonzalez
- Gal and Doug Hutcherson
- Dr. William and Elinor Lamm
- Carol and George Lattimer
- The Blanche and Irving Laurie Foundation
- The Allison and Robert Price Family Foundation

#### Founder Circle ($5,000 to $9,999)

- Alliant Construction Management, Inc.
- Lisa and Steve Altman
- Barry and Susan Austin
- Karen and Jim Altus
- David A. and Jill Wien Badger
- Toni and Deron Bear
- Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation
- Dr. Herman and Irene Boschken
- James and Karen Bralian
- Beth and Rich Brenner
- Mr. and Mrs. William Briggs
- Julia R. Brown
- Glenn and Jolie Bubel
- Dr. Stephanie Bulger
- Joanie and Pat Cana
- Harry and Sara Carter
- Greg and Loretta Cas
d- Carol and Jeff Chang
- Vicki Colasuolo
- Cliff and Carolyn Courell
- Comms
- Bert and Tom Durler
- Edward Jones Financial Advisor, David S. Tam
- Richard Forsyth and Kate Leonard
- William and Eva Fox Foundation
- (administered by Theatre Communications Group)
- Bill and Judy Garrett
- Joyce Gattas
- Robert Gleason and Marc Matys
- Mr. William and Dr. Susan Gluckner
- Dean J. Haas
- Casey and Maybritt Helsing
- Guy and Laura Hartlen
- Norm Halpern
- Valerie Jacobs Halpern
- In Memory of James Jessop Hervey
- Higgens
- Dana Hosseinisalt and Stacie Young
- Wayne Hyatt
- David K. Jordan
- Webster B. and Helen W. Kinnard
- John Kirby and Anthony Toia
- Curt and Nancy Koch
- Dr. Janice and Matt Kurth
- James and Jan LaGrone
- Jean* and David Laing
- David and Mary Anne Petree
- John and Marcia Price
- Peggy and Peter Preuss
- John and Sarita Price

#### Director Circle ($10,000 to $24,999) (continued)

- Carlo and Nadine Daleo
- George Davis
- Frederik and Irene Desfanche
- Margaret Jackson Dill, in memory of George Dill
- Nina and Robert Doede
- Douglas Druley and Judor Sederl
- Bernard J. Eggetterson and Florence Nemkov
- Embry Charitable Foundation
- Dana and Phyllis Epstein
- The Estate of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. (Bea) Epstein
- Carol Spielman-Iwan and Joel Iwan
- Susan and Michael Plaster
- Drs. Tom and Jane Gavronski
- Carol L. Githens
- Kimberly Godwin
- Tom Wilcox
- Ms. Cheryl Haimsohn
- Laurie Sofron Henson
- Kate Herringshaw
- Teresa and Harry Hiscox, Jr.
- Susan and Bill Hoehn
- John and Sally Flood
- Family Foundation
- HoyleCohen, LLC
- Tiao and Jeff Hughes
- Hyatt Regency
- La Jolla at Aventine
- Zeynep Ilgit
- Sonia and Andy* Israel
- Hal and Debbie Jacobs
- Jerrit Ann and Gary Jacobs
- Robert Kilian, in memory of Kathleen M. Clayton
- Jerry and Phyllis Olefsky
- The Parker Foundation
- (Gerald and Inez Grant Foundation)
- Susan Parker
- Barbara J. Petersen
- David and Mary Ann Petree
- PNC Bank
- Peggy and Peter Preuss
- John and Marcia Price
- Family Foundation
- Joan and Richard Qualls
- Gerry and Jeanie Ranglis
- RedMed Foundation
- Collette Carson Roynton and Ivor Royston
- Jan and Rich Baldwin
- BreakAway Tours
- Robert and Pamela Brooks
- Christian and Bridget Buckley
- George and Karen Bullette
- Alice and YT Chen
- Chennayyme Foundation
- City National Bank
- $20,000 and higher annually
- California Department of Rehabilitation
- California Bank & Trust
- The Sheri and Les Biller Family Foundation
- The Lodge at Torrey Pines
- Lolly & Duck
- MDM Foundation
- Peder and the Prado
- Kalpana and James Rhodes
- The Westgate Hotel
- The Estate of Jeffrey E. White
- Pamela Hamilton Lester in memory of Jim Lester
- Sandy and Arthur* Levinson
- Peggy and Robert Matthew
- SAFA Foundation
- The San Diego Foundation
- WNSK/IN Foundation
- Anonymous (2)
- City National Bank
- City National Bank
- BreakAway Tours
- Robert and Pamela Brooks
- Christian and Bridget Buckley
- George and Karen Bullette
- Alice and YT Chen
- Chennayyme Foundation
- City National Bank
Craig Noel Circle ($1,000 to $2,999)

Diana and Don Ambrose • Lucy Anderson • In loving memory of Stanley E. Anderson • Mrs. Gabriela and Michael Antos • Judith Bachner and Eric Lasley • Bobbie Ball • Diana (DJ) Basilait and Nowell Edmondson Gift from the Jewish Community Foundation • Jan Bart • Jack and Sue Ellen Bason • Darcy Bingham • Richard and Eileen Brown • Anita Busquets and William Ladd • Robert Caplan and Carol Randolph • Edward and Pamela Carnot • Lisa and David Casey • Chicago Title Company • Doris and Wayne Christopher • Jan and Val Hammond • Michael Charles Clay • Mary-Heidi Colombo • Edward P. Connell • Pamela Cooper • Jane Cowgill • Gayle Giger, in memory of Ted Edmonson • Ronal D. Colbert • June and Lanzi Currie • Darlene D. Davies*, in memory of Lowell Davies • Mrs. Charles Davis and Kathryn Hollembach • Richard De Bethizy • Angie DeCaro • Jim and Sally Dittto • Sally Dubois and Dan Porte • Chris Duke and Harriet Kounaves • Vicki and Chris Eddy • Hilt and Barry Edlestein • Bill Ebert • Arthur Edgette • Peter DiCorato • Michael’s Mercedes Service Inc. • Michael and Rocío Flynn • Ben and Susan Frishberg • Dorothy and Robert Ganis • Norman and Patricia Gillespie • Wendy Gillespie • Fred and Lisa Goldberg • Louise and Doug Goodmyer • Eldyo Goot • William D. Gooch • Judi Gottschalk • Charles Gysebrecht and Eric Taylor • Thomas and Cristina Halin • Julia Carrington Hall • Fat and Richard Harnden • Gordon and Phyllis Harris • Richard and Linda Hascup • Jill Holt, in honor of Suzanne Poert Turner • Geoffrey and Sunshine Horsmont • Gary and Carrie Huckle • Gayle Huyser, in honor of the Jacarda Foundation • Jerry and Marge Katleman • Edbry Kenton • John Kikuchi and Debra Coggins • John Ann Kithy • Ken and Sheryl King • Jane and Ray Klefros* • Bill and Linda Kolb • Regina Kutz, in loving memory of Al Iseberg • Terry and Mary Lee • The Leisit Family • Jeffrey and Hillary Libof from the Jewish Community Foundation • Robin J. Lipman • Robin B. Luby • Sally and Luis Mazaal • Eileen A. Mason • Dennis A. McConnell • Oliver McKey and Karen Delauer • Mrs. Joseph McGreavy • Mimi and Bill McKenney • Memphis Renewable Products, Inc. • Terro and Teresa Mihalk for MiRiPharm Therapeutics, Inc. • Ilene Mittman in memory of Dr. Charles Mittman • Akiko Charlene Morimoto and Hubert Frank Hamilton, Jr. • Nancy and James Mullen • Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Munzinger • Joyce Nash • Lyn Nelson • Mark C. Niblack, M.D. • Michael and Linda Niggli • Noelle Norton and Erwin Willis* • Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Pastore • L. Robert and Patricia Payne • Dr. and Mrs. James P. Quinn • Julie A. Praznik and Dr. Sara Roseenthal • Ranch & Coast Magazine • Linda Rankin and Rodney Whitlow • Vivian Reznick, M.D. and Andrew Risw, M.D. • R.G. Wealth Management • Royal Property Management Group, Inc. • Ryde Family Memorial Foundation at The San Diego Foundation • Julie and Jary Sano • Robert Schapiro • In memory of Axel • Richard Shapiro and Marsha Janger • Lari Sheehan • Timothy J. Shields • Drs. Joseph and Gloria Shuman • Mark Silver and Katherine Michaud • Alan and Esther Simmons • Sing Your Song • Inc. • Nancy Steinhardt and Rebecca Goodpasture • Bob • Mike Striesan • Louise and Jack Stredler • Ken and Karen Sture • Christine and Kent Trimble • True Life Center • Susan and Larry Twomey* • U.S. Department of Education • Peggy Ann Wallace • Judith Wenker • Catherine and Frank White • Steve and Rachel Willey • Alex Yatez and Brent Garcia • Charlie Zieley and Bob Berman • Helene and Allan Ziman Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation • Anonymous (9)

Starting in 2022, Friends of The Old Globe donors will be recognized for their total giving from the preceding fiscal year. Your giving in 2022 will be recognized throughout 2023.

Champion ($1,000 to $2,999) (continued)

Siegler • Susan and Gerald Seale • Malcolm E. Smith • Andrew and Heidi Spingarn • Steve Steinke • Diane Steuber • Lisa Steiweg • Ronald and Susan Stress • Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Swanson • Clifford and Kay Sweet • Phyllis Tachio • John and Gad Tauch • Anne Taylor • Thomas Templeton and Mary E. Erlenborn • Charles Tiano • Casey and Julie Tibbetts • Teressa Truchi • Joel and Anne-Marie Tubo • Suzanne Poet Turner and Michael T. Turner • Vaino Fund • Natalie C. Veniuela and Paul A. Sager • Gladys Viery • Karen Walker • The Ward Family Charitable Fund • Stuart Weismann • Jean and Della Weissling • The Samuel L. Westernman Foundation • Carol and Dennis Wilson • Lise Wilson and Steven Strauss • Wiurum • Cass Witkowski Family • Joseph and Mary Wittenam • Howard and Christy Zarkins • Anonymous (14)

Advocate ($500 to $999)

Robin Allgren • The Ally Family • Mr. Alexander S. Arid bubbles, Jeanne Allthorns • Dr. Andrew Baird and Linda Hill • Mark and Mariel Barlett • Tania and Greg Batson • Sharon Beamer • Jo-A. Berman • Sheila Bhalia • Joyo and Bob Blumberg • Ellie Bradford • Carole Wilson • Chrisisse and Edweard Ranz • Beth Broten • Terri Bryson • Gavis and Grace Carter • Andrew Chang • Markle Chapman and John Wehring • Caroline G.Comm • Will and Lisette Conner • Bryan Stall and Tim Reid • Charley and Barb Crew • Sally Curran and Keith De Conde • Dr. David Deacon • Annandale • Darlene Doolah • Caroline de Mcar • Don and Julie Defeent • Gil Dill • Mary Donnelly • Carol L. Dunbar • James and Ronni Dean Dunford, MD • Jeff Dumigan • Gayle and Rodney Eales • Gay and Rachel Edwards • Eric Emer • Barbara Snyder Emini • Duncan and Kathleen Engle • James and Louise Espouto • Jay Evans • Cynthia and Lawrence Fields • Paula Fitzgerald and Christopher Nielsen • Susan Fox • Jeffrey and Dr. William Fried • Catherine R. Friedman • Dr. Richard and Randee Friedman • John and Natalie Fulton • Joy and Hui Zhao • Mark and Corrine Harvey • Salas Haasanin • Liz and Gary Helming • Kaaren Henderson Kerlin • Jill and Steve Heeholt • Christine Hickman and Dennis Wagner • Robert and Sabine Hildebrand • Larry Irine and Ingrid Nielsen • Denise Jackson and Al Parcho • Dr. Steven Jaeger and Joe Zilvinskas • Steve and Linda Jakhoven • Nancy Janus • Janus Jennings • Dennis and Susan Kachko • Nand and Gery Katan • Wilfred Kearse and Lynne Champagne • Dr. Gerald and Barbara Kent • Bill and Lynne Ketchy • Dorothy and Robert Knox • Dr. Marvin M. Kripps • Kuzo Kurugouchi • Christopher and Monica Lafferty • Dan and Maria Luca • Alexis Lasheras • Eben and Dr. Lorie Longstreet • Sande L. Hall and Kyle E. Lovel • Jan Malmin • Neil Malmoquist • Deborah and Fred Mandabach • Jeremy and Ron Mandel • Sarnoff • Jason and Laci Lander • Timothy Mason • Rever. Stephen M. Marst • Dr. McWilliam • Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Pastore • L. Robert and Patricia Pavan • Gilly and Doug Pears • Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Pastore • L. Robert and Patricia Pavan • Gilly and Doug Pears • Maj. William Templeton and Mary E. Erlenborn • Charles Tiano • Casey and Julie Tibbetts • Teressa Truchi • Joel and Anne-Marie Tubo • Suzanne Poet Turner and Michael T. Turner • Vaino Fund • Natalie C. Veniuela and Paul A. Sager • Gladys Viery • Karen Walker • The Ward Family Charitable Fund • Stuart Weismann • Jean and Della Weissling • The Samuel L. Westernman Foundation • Carol and Dennis Wilson • Lise Wilson and Steven Strauss • Wiurum • Cass Witkowski Family • Joseph and Mary Wittenam • Howard and Christy Zarkins • Anonymous (14)

*In memoriam

Globe Sustainers: donors who have pledged multiyear gifts

This list is current as of March 30, 2023. We regret any omissions or errors. Please contact Janet Myott at jm@theoldglobe.org to make a correction to this list.